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But….Open Data is (often) MESSY!

� Human Error (misspellings, errors, etc)

� Non-normalized inputs (free-text entries)

� Incomplete data points (laziness)

� Fuzzy category mapping

� Multiple standards for � Multiple standards for 
input/linking



How?



Case Study: Physician Reporting

� Please indicate any additional conditions that the patient 
is suffering from:

…

Other (Please Specify): ______________________

Zone of Pain



Case Study: Physician Reporting

� Could the survey have been implemented better?  (Yes)

� Auto-complete on entry

� Post-processing inputs and asking entrant for confirmation

� Each solution to this problem has problems

� Auto-complete fails

� User spends more time filling out form (I hate you 
Amtrak.com)

� When things don’t work seamlessly:

� Same messy data

� …OR incomplete entries (most tragic)



End product

� What you will receive will probably be either 

� riddled with incomplete info

� full of typos, errors and inconsistencies
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But Never Fear!

� Google Refine is Here!
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Key Collision

� For each string of letters

� Transform each object to eliminate uninformative information

� Decide whether the transformed strings group together
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Key Collision: Fingerprint
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Key Collision: Metaphone
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Thyroid cancer
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Key Collision: N-Gram (size = 1)
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Nearest Neighbors (earmuffs)

� Plotting by attributes

� Assign each string to a point in some high-dimensional space

� look for distances between points

� Methods

� Levenshtein Distance (like some spell checks)

� Prediction by Partial Matching (like some better spell checks)

Increasing gets you 
more matches, but 
potentially of lower 
quality

Decreasing gets more 
matches without 
sacrificing quality, but will 
take more time (lower than 
3 is a waste of time)
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Link Party!

� Google Refine: http://code.google.com/p/google-refine

� How to think: http://code.google.com/p/google-refine/wiki/UserGuide

� Documentation:  http://code.google.com/p/google-
refine/wiki/DocumentationForUsers

� Tutorials:

� Google: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B70J_H_zAWM� Google: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B70J_H_zAWM

� Open Corporates: http://vimeo.com/17924204

� ProPublica: http://www.propublica.org/nerds/item/using-google-refine-for-
data-cleaning

� A Bunch More: http://googlerefine.blogspot.com/p/tutorials-section.html

� More on clustering: http://code.google.com/p/google-
refine/wiki/ClusteringInDepth


